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FFF is committed to building a strong foundation by
providing support, services and programs to Vizient
members. Through our partnerships with top
manufacturers, we ensure members have access to a broad
selection of products - from plasma products and generic
injectables, to vaccines and specialty pharmaceuticals through our BioSupply® online system. We are recognized
as a leader in providing influenza vaccines through our
MyFluVaccine™ program, which offers a complete product
line of influenza vaccines.

FFF’s proprietary systems - Verified Inventory ProgramConsignment (VIPc™), Verified Electronic Pedigree™ and
Lot-Track™ - provide verification of this secure channel,
and FFF’s MyFluVaccine™ is a revolutionary vaccination
program that has added a new level of safety, convenience
and reliability to both healthcare providers and patients.
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We maintain a robust influenza vaccine website that
includes up-to-date information about product and industry
news, availability and other resources that bring value to
each member. Our unique and innovative approach
through our Verified Inventory-Consignment Program
(VIPc™) allows members to potentially attain a cost-minus
discount on their consigned products based on inventory
turns. Our ongoing commitment to Guaranteed Channel
Integrity™ has enabled us to make a smooth transition to
meet the U.S. Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA)
requirements. Additionally, through our informative
website, we provide useful tools such as reference charts, an
interactive reimbursement calculator, DSCSA webinars and
other educational resources.
“We are pleased to recognize FFF Enterprise’s commitment
to collaboration and service excellence that helps our
members meet their supply chain goals while also
delivering exceptional care to the patients they serve.” said
Pete Allen, executive vice president, sourcing operations for
Vizient.
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